


 Addresses first main point/idea indicated in thesis

 First Sentence of paragraph

Prompt:  Explain whether or not Fortunato deserved his final fate.

 Step One:  Address the prompt by answering it with a main point

Fortunato did not deserve his final fate of being lured into the catacombs, 

trapped, bound, and ultimately murdered. 



Think about how the main point will connect your thesis statement  and the body 

paragraph

Use a transitional phrase to introduce

Give context to what is going on in the story at this time. 

 Step 2:  Identify first evidence 

In fact, the reader is never told what Fortunato did to offend Montressor. Because 

of this, all of Fortunato’s actions throughout the story are seemingly innocent.

Citation for direct quotes: (Smith 6) 



Be sure to explain the author’s purpose or the topic’s impact by 

referencing the thesis statement argument

 Step 3:  Create an explanation/analysis of the example

In this example, Fortunato shows why he does not deserve murder. 

Because Montressor does not share Fortunato’s insult, the reader 

is never given a reason for Fortunato’s motivation. Montressor 

seems obsessed with getting revenge and goes so far as to use 

reverse psychology and alcohol to confuse and lure Fortunato to 

his vaults. Without knowing what crime Fortunato allegedly 

committed against Montressor, the reader can easily sympathize 

with him as a man that was manipulated and taken advantage of. 



Be sure to use transitions and continually connect evidence

The next example from the story that supports this is that 

Fortunato considered himself to be a friend to 

Montressor by helping him decipher whether his wine 

was truly Amontillado. 



Summarizing Sentence should link first main point to thesis 

statement argument and transition to next body paragraph

 Step 7:  End your paragraph with a summarizing sentence 

So, it is clear that Fortunato did not deserve to die. For all the readers 

know, he never insulted Montressor. Even if he did, he  may not 

have been aware of his offense given that he considered himself 

to be a friend of Montressor. Ultimately, he was an innocent victim 

of revenge and manipulation. 



The Entire Formal Paragraph!
Fortunato did not deserve his final fate of being lured into 

the catacombs, trapped, bound, and ultimately murdered. In fact, 
the reader is never told what Fortunato did to offend Montressor. 
Because of this, all of Fortunato’s actions throughout the story 
are seemingly innocent. In this example, Fortunato shows why he 
does not deserve murder. Because Montressor does not share 
Fortunato’s insult, the reader is never given a reason for 
Fortunato’s motivation. Montressor seems obsessed with getting 
revenge and goes so far as to use reverse psychology and alcohol 
to confuse and lure Fortunato to his vaults. Without knowing 
what crime Fortunato allegedly committed against Montressor, 
the reader can easily sympathize with him as a man that was 
manipulated and taken advantage of. So, it is clear that 
Fortunato did not deserve to die. For all the readers know, he 
never insulted Montressor. Even if he did, he  may not have been 
aware of his offense given that he considered himself to be a 
friend of Montressor. Ultimately, he was an innocent victim of 
revenge and manipulation. 


